In the present study, we propose a characterization technique to determine the amount of calcium phosphate (CP) precipitate formed on a titanium (Ti) substrate. The quantitative analysis of the CP precipitate on a metallic substrate is significant for researchers of metallic biomaterials because CP that spontaneously precipitates in a simulated-body fluid gives information on the bioactivity of the metallic biomaterials. We focused on X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis and adopted the thin-film fundamental parameter method (thin-film FP method) because it allows direct (non-pretreatment) and rapid quantitative analysis without any reference materials. We show that XRF analysis using the thin-film FP method can be adequately applied to the quantitative analysis of the CP precipitate in the simulated-body fluid immersion test. We also show that the density of the CP-precipitate layer can be estimated by combining the XRF results with images of cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Introduction
Metallic materials have been widely used as medical devices for various parts of the human body. In particular, titanium (Ti) and its alloys have been employed as alternative materials for hard tissues, such as dental implants and artificial hip joints due to their high corrosion resistance and low toxicity. 13) However, after the implantation, a lengthy period is required to form a strong bond between the metal surface and the living bone because of their low hard-tissue compatibility, 4) which often causes serious clinical problems. To resolve this problem, researchers have dedicated a great deal of effort to fabricate bioactive coatings on a Ti surface.
513)
When a novel bioactive coating is developed, its hardtissue compatibility is investigated thorough several experimental procedures. It is generally accepted that animal experiments in vivo 14) and cell culture tests in vitro 15, 16) are reliable evaluation methods because these tests reproduce the physiological responses occurring in the human body quite well. However, it is difficult for materials scientists to regularly use the above methods because of the technical difficulties and the need to prepare specially designed equipment. Furthermore, animals have to be sacrificed for the evaluation. As an alternative method for evaluating the bioactivity of the metallic biomaterials without sacrificing animals, a simulated-body fluid immersion test was suggested by Kokubo et al. 12, 13, 17) The simulated-body fluid, whose ion concentrations are nearly equal to those of human blood plasma, includes supersaturated calcium ions (Ca 2+ ) and hydrogen phosphate ions (HPO 4 2¹ ) ( Table 1) . When a bioactive metallic material is immersed in the simulated-body fluid, calcium phosphate (CP) is spontaneously precipitated on the metallic surface. Because the performance of the CP precipitate could be closely related to bone formation in the human body, a simple and rapid analytical technique for evaluating the amount of the precipitated CP would give important information on the bioactivity of the metallic material and would make it possible to accelerate research in this area. Several researchers have estimated the amount of the precipitate that forms in the initial stage either by counting the number of individual precipitate particles or by estimating the area density of the coated surface using images of cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 1823) This method might be superior to other techniques with respect to the sample preparation; however, it neither can yield any quantitative results nor be applied for observation 20, 21) or by chemically quantifying calcium and P in the precipitate using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) after dissolving them into an acidic solution. 24) However, these methods require troublesome pretreatments and they also destroy the sample. It is thus considered that the abovementioned analytical methods are not suitable for routine quantitative analysis that could be used in the field during material development.
Our research group focused on X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis as an alternative method for SEM or ICP-OES in quantifying the CP precipitate. XRF has the advantage of being able to conduct direct (non-pretreatment), rapid, and non-destructive analysis; on the other hand, the accuracy requires further investigation, especially with regard to the CP precipitate on a Ti substrate. Abe et al. reported that a calibration curve for CP quantification could be prepared based on standard reference materials whose were determined by ICP-OES and that by using this calibration curve, they were able to obtain an accurate value for the atomic ratio of calcium (Ca) to phosphorus (P), as well as mass per unit area of these elements and CP compound on the sample surface. 25) However, preparation of the calibration curve requires several time-consuming procedures, including chemical analysis and, in addition, standard reference materials for this sample are generally difficult to obtain. Therefore, we focused on the fundamental parameter (FP) method, which can provide a quantitative solution based on theoretical calculations without the need for any standard reference materials. 26, 27) In the 1950s, Sherman's equation was suggested as a way to describe the relationship between the fluorescent X-ray intensity of an element and its concentration in a sample according to the principle of generating X-rays. In the FP program, a quantitative result such as the composition of a constituent element in a solid sample is calculated by means of iterative matching of the measured intensities and the calculated intensities based on the FP equations. It should be noted that diverse elements co-existing in a sample can cause the absorption and secondary excitation of the fluorescent X-ray of an analytical element, which is known as the matrix effect. In addition, this effect depends strongly not only on the kind and content of co-existing elements, but also on their distribution in the sample; therefore, all these factors should be taken into account in the calculation process in the FP method. Nowadays, the FP method program is pre-installed in most commercial XRF equipment. The FP algorithm assumes that the analyte is a bulk material in which all elements containing an analytical element are uniformly distributed. However, a sample of the CP precipitate has a localized distribution of Ca and P on the Ti surface. Therefore, we considered that an accurate quantitative determination of CP-precipitate layers cannot be obtained using a general FP method because it cannot accurately estimate the matrix effect due to insufficient correction for the spatial distribution of Ca and P on the Ti substrate. Accordingly, because the sample is regarded as a thin film on a surface, we focused on an FP method specialized for film-like samples, which is known as the thin-film FP method. 2831) In the case of a thin-film sample, the matrix effect becomes much complicated than in a bulk material having a homogeneous composition. For this reason, several additional parameters such as the structure of the layer-bylayer film, which is known as the layer structure model, should be provided for in the calculation when using the thinfilm FP method. On the other hand, it has been reported that the quantitative results contained relative uncertainties in the range of 110% because the algorithm of the thin-film FP would be incomplete. 28) Therefore, when a novel sample is analyzed using the thin-film FP method, the accuracy of the results needs to be carefully investigated and the sensitivity factors of each analytical element are calibrated as may be necessary.
In the present study, several layer structure models were employed to quantify the amount of the CP precipitate. By comparing these results, we investigated how much each factor of the layer structure model affected the quantitative results, in order to understand which parameters should be of more concern in order to obtain more accurate analytical results. Furthermore, using XRF with the thin-film FP method, we determined the amount of CP precipitated on a Ti substrate after immersing the substrate in simulated-body fluid. The accuracy of the analytical values thus obtained, as well as the applicability of the method to the simulated-body fluid immersion test is discussed by comparing the results with the reference values determined using ICP-OES. We also examined whether the thickness of the CP precipitate can be determined using quantitative values determined by XRF. Based on these results, the performance of XRF using the thin-film FP method is presented as it was applied to quantitative evaluation of CP precipitated on a Ti substrate surface in the simulated-body fluid immersion test.
Experimental Procedures

Sample preparation
CP precipitate samples of various thicknesses were synthesized by immersing surface-modified Ti substrates in the simulated-body fluid. The surface-modified Ti substrates were prepared by using the surface-treatment technique proposed by Ohtsu et al., which is as follows: a Ti substrate 10 © 10 © 1 mm 3 in size was completely buried in the slurry prepared by mixing CP powder (tribasic calcium phosphate) reagent with water, after which the slurry containing the Ti substrate was heated in air. 32, 33) This causes the formation of a TiO 2 layer with a few hundred nanometers thick that includes small amounts of Ca and P on the Ti surface.
32) The surface-modified Ti substrates were horizontally soaked in a conventional simulated-body fluid 17) in a cylindrical bottle at 310 K for various periods from 1 to 33 d. The volume of the simulated-body fluid in the bottle was 4.8 mL per sample. Typically, 15 samples were soaked in one batch. Subsequently, the samples were taken out of the fluid and were washed with distilled water. Consequently, a layer composed of the CP precipitates was formed on the Ti substrates. The composition of the CP-precipitate layer is shown in Table 2 . Prior to XRF measurements, the compound of the CP precipitate was confirmed using a glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction method (D8 ADVANCE, Bruker AXS K.K., Germany). In the X-ray diffraction measurement, the monochromated Cu K¡ was incident on the sample at a glancing angle of 2°. Figure 1 shows the typical X-ray diffraction pattern of the sample soaked in simulated-body fluid for 2 d, suggesting that the CP precipitate is hydroxyapatite. In the same way, the CP precipitates of all samples produced in this study were confirmed to be hydroxyapatite. The surface morphology and cross-sectional image of the CP-precipitate layer were observed by SEM (JCM-5000 Neo Scope, JEOL, Japan) using secondary electron image mode at an acceleration voltage of 10 kV. Samples for observation of cross-sectional SEM were prepared by cutting CP-coated Ti samples with a conventional cutting machine after fixing them to a silicon wafer through a resin.
XRF measurements
A wavelength-dispersive XRF instrument (S8 Tiger, Bruker AXS K.K., Germany) equipped with an end-window X-ray tube with an Rh-target was used. The fluorescent X-rays emitted from a sample passed through a mask with a diameter of 8 mm to cut out unwanted signals such as fluorescent X-rays from the sample cup. The software used for the analysis was Quant-Express ver. 2.0 for the general FP method and ML-Quant ver. 2.0 for the thin-film FP method, both of which were provided by Bruker AXS K.K., Germany. The measurement conditions are shown in Table 3 . To refrain from statistical fluctuations of their X-ray intensities, the accumulation time of the Ca K¡ and P K¡ lines was determined to be 100 s. The sensitivity factors corresponding to Ca K¡ and P K¡ were adjusted so that the atomic ratio of Ca to P in the hydroxyapatite [Ca 10 (PO 4 ) 6 (OH) 2 ] powders (Taihei Chemical Industrial Corp., Japan), which had been calculated by using the general FP method, would be 1.66 « 0.01 (n = 5). In the thin-film FP method, a layer structure model has to be constructed for individual samples. We employed a simple model in which the absorption effect of hydrogen and oxygen, as well as the secondary excitation effect by Ti substrate was taken into account. The XRF instrument used in this study could not detect the signals of hydrogen and oxygen, even though their concentrations were high enough to affect the quantitative results. It was thus assumed that Ca and P in the precipitate each formed an oxide having chemical compositions of Ca 5 OH and P 3 O 4 , respectively.
ICP-OES measurements
To obtain reference values for the quantification, the samples used in the XRF analysis were also measured by ICP-OES (SPS3000, SII Nano Technology Inc., Japan). The samples were soaked in 16 mL of a 7 mol/L nitric acid solution and then heated to approximately 373 K in order to completely dissolve the CP precipitate in the solution. After cooling, the solution was diluted to 50 mL using a volumetric flask, and then the concentrations of Ca and P were determined by ICP-OES. The analytical lines were selected to be Ca I 317.933 nm and P I 213.686 nm. For comparison with the quantitative values by XRF, the concentrations determined by ICP-OES were converted into values of mass per unit area (g/m 2 ).
Results and Discussion
3.1 Comparison of the atomic ratio of Ca to P in the CP-precipitate layer as determined by ICP-OES, thin-film FP method, and general FP method The atomic ratios of Ca to P ([Ca]/[P] ratio) in the CPprecipitate layer determined by XRF with the thin-film FP method and with the general FP method are compared to the results obtained by ICP-OES (Fig. 2) . When using the thinfilm FP method, the [Ca]/[P] ratios are fairly consistent with the ICP results, although the values tend to be somewhat lower with the thin-film FP method. In contrast, the ratios determined by the general FP method are notably lower than those of both the ICP-OES method and the thin-film FP method. These results imply that the algorithm for the thinfilm sample significantly improved the accuracy of the [Ca]/ Mg* 2.9* Na* 0.6* *Advisory value: determined by using the calibration curve which is pre-installed in ICP-OES equipment. [P] ratio and that XRF analysis can lead to accurate results by using only the thin-film FP method. The algorithm of the general FP method, on the other hand, is constructed on the assumption that the analyte is a homogeneous bulk material without any segregation. However, the CP precipitate samples have Ca and P which are localized on the Ti surface, which probably leads to an inaccurate estimation of the matrix effect under the general FP method. In addition, when using the general FP algorithm, the value of Ca is fairly lower than that of P. For stoichiometric hydroxyapatite, the linear absorption coefficients of Ca K¡ and P K¡ are 22.58 and 64.39 m 2 /kg, respectively. When analyzing a sufficiently thick bulk material, the difference in the escape depth between the two elements needs to be corrected for; however, in the case of a thin-film sample, the correction using the escape depth of the two elements as the parameter would fail, which could explain why the analytical values were incorrect when using the general FP algorithm. On the other hand, it should be mentioned that the average value of the [Ca]/[P] ratio obtained by ICP-OES is 1.62, which is lower than that of a stoichiometric hydroxyapatite (1.67), although an XRD pattern corresponding to stoichiometric hydroxyapatite is observed. Small amounts of Na and Mg were detected in the CP-precipitate layer by both ICP-OES (Table 2 ) and XRF methods. These ions occupy substitution sites of ionic Ca in the hydroxyapatite structure. 34, 35) Moreover, it has been reported that small amount of CO 3 2¹ ions, which is a constituent of the simulated-body fluid, substitute for PO 4 3¹ sites, resulting in Ca 2+ deficiency form. 36, 37) As a result, the value of the [Ca]/[P] ratio obtained by ICP-OES was estimated to be lower than that of the stoichiometric value.
Comparison of mass thickness determined by ICP-
OES and thin-film FP methods In order to confirm of the influence of the parameters used in the layer structure model on the quantitative results, we investigated two models, one in which the presence of the Ti substrate is considered and the other in which it is not. The mass per unit area, which is known as the mass thickness, of Ca and P in the CP-precipitate layer was determined by XRF using the thin-film FP method for each model. The values for each model were then compared to the reference values determined by the ICP-OES (Fig. 3) . The dashed line in this figure represents the expected values when the analytical results determined with the thin-film FP method completely agree with standard values determined using ICP-OES. In the case of both Ca and P, almost all of the plots appear below these dashed lines, meaning that the mass thickness determined with the thin-film FP method is about 1018% higher than that by ICP-OES, regardless of the layer structure model employed. This effect is probably because the actual samples have a layer structure that is somewhat different from that of the models for the FP calculation. In the present case, the actual sample contained small amounts of Na and Mg ions, and CO 3 2¹ in the CP-precipitate layer and had an interfacial TiO 2 layer under the CP-precipitate layer, 32) which is different from the model used for the FP calculation, which comprised a pure hydroxyapatite layer and a Ti substrate. It is further considered that the roughness of the sample surface could affect the detected intensity of the fluorescent X-rays, which is known as the shadow effect. As a result, these complicated effects could cause the slight difference in the quantitative results between ICP-OES and XRF with the thin-film FP. However, because most of the plots exhibit clear linear relationships between the thin-film FP method and the ICP method regardless of the amounts of the CP precipitate, the mass thickness of Ca and P estimated with the thin-film FP method could be calibrated and then quantified on an accurate scale. In addition, the mass thickness of Ca and P determined with the thin-film FP is on the same order as the corresponding ICP values; therefore, the thin-film FP method could offer an approx- imate solution with a rapid response, which may be suitable for actual use in simulated-body fluid immersion tests. On the basis of these results, we concluded that the XRF analysis using the thin-film FP method can be adequately applied to the quantitative analysis of the CP-precipitate layer in the simulated-body fluid immersion test. On the other hand, by considering the existence of a Ti substrate in the layer structure model, the accuracy of the determination of mass thickness was improved by 12 and 3% for Ca and P, respectively. The Ti substrate covered with the CP precipitate causes secondary excitation of Ca K¡ and P K¡ by radiating Ti K¡. Because 7896% of Ti K¡ emitted from the Ti substrate can pass through 6-µm-thick CP-precipitate layer, the secondary excitation effect from the Ti substrate is too large to be ignored. Therefore, consideration of the additional excitation by the Ti substrate is indispensable; otherwise, higher analytical values of Ca and P are obtained because the contribution of the secondary excitation is not taken into account. It should be noted that in the secondary excitation by Ti K¡, the degree of the correction needed for Ca is greater than that needed for P. Ca absorbs Ti K lines more easily than does P because the K-absorption end of Ca (6.47 © 10 ¹13 J) is much closer to the Ti K¡ line (7.23 © 10 ¹13 J) than that of P (3.44 © 10 ¹13 J). Hence, the algorithm of the thin-film FP should be modified based on the fact that Ca K¡ is more sensitive towards the secondary excitation effect from the Ti substrate than P K¡ by means of taking into account the effect in layer structure model.
Evaluation of the density of the CP-precipitate layer
We here show that the density of the CP-precipitate layer can be estimated by combining the XRF results with crosssectional SEM images. The mass thicknesses of the CPprecipitate layer obtained by XRF are plotted against the thickness estimated from the cross-sectional SEM images, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The typical example of the crosssectional SEM image of the CP sample, which was soaked in simulated-body fluid for 30 d, is shown in Fig. 4(b) . A good linear correlation is found in Fig. 4(a) . The slope of this correlation gives the density of the CP-precipitate layer. Here, the density of the layer, obtained from the slope of this plot, is estimated to be 1.05 © 10 6 g/m 3 . Hiromoto et al. reported that experimental conditions such as the pH of the soaking solution could affect the nature of the precipitated hydroxyapatite. 38, 39) Hence, control of the solution for precipitating CP might change the density of the resultant-precipitate layer. Therefore, our suggested method using XRF can be recommended as a simple and reliable tool to obtain the density of the CP-precipitate layer.
On the other hand, by using density as a parameter, the thickness of the CP-precipitate layer can be easily calculated from the mass thickness of the CP-precipitate layer estimated by XRF analysis. It should be noted that the density of stoichiometric hydroxyapatite is 3.15 © 10 6 g/m 3 , which is three times larger than that of the CP-precipitate layer produced in this study. Therefore, to use the XRF for analyzing the layer thickness for daily analysis, we recommend preliminarily determining the adequate density of the CP-precipitate layers by combining XRF analysis with cross-sectional SEM images.
XRF analysis in comparison with conventional
analytical methods The XRF analysis using the thin-film FP method was compared with conventional analytical methods which evaluate the amount of the CP precipitate in the simulatedbody fluid immersion test. SEM images have been utilized for this evaluation in the past, in which results were obtained by counting the number and/or by estimating the area density of individual precipitate particles on the surface. 14, 1823) However, this method cannot be applied to a quantitative estimation of the precipitate covering the Ti substrate completely because the thickness of the CP-precipitate layer cannot be estimated from the SEM image of the surface. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain the amount of CPprecipitate layers of various thicknesses; however, due to its simplicity and rapid response, the SEM images would be useful for CP precipitate particles that are isolated on the surface. On the other hand, there appears to be another method in which SEM images can be used to estimate the deposition rate of the CP precipitate. This method involves counting the number of days from the start of the reaction to the day on which the precipitate is observed to take on the typical shape in the SEM image. 22, 23) This method has drawbacks in that many samples are required and that slight changes in the deposition rate cannot be distinguished. In contrast, in the case of XRF analysis with the thin-film FP method, only a few samples are required and small differences in the amount of the CP precipitate, on the order of 0.01 g/m 2 , can be detected. Furthermore, the XRF method can measure insulator materials such as CP easily. Observation of cross-sectional SEM images can directly provide information on the thickness of the precipitate; 20, 21) however, it is impossible to evaluate multiple samples rapidly because it requires a time-consuming and technically difficult pretreatment of the samples, leading to destruction of the samples. The SEM method therefore is not suitable for routine analysis, whereas XRF can conduct a rapid and nondestructive analysis without needing special techniques. ICP-OES has been employed for the determination of Ca and P remaining in the simulated-body fluid after soaking a test material; 22, 23) however, it does not always provide accurate analytical values because the concentrations of Ca and P might vary due to adsorption to the container or contamination from the environment. This analytical method has another drawback in that test materials must be soaked in the simulated-body fluid for a long period of time because decreased concentrations of Ca and P in the simulated-body fluid have to beyond their detection limits. Another method using ICP-OES to quantify the Ca and P on the sample chemically has been reported; 24) however, this method requires a troublesome chemical treatment in which the precipitate is dissolved in an acidic solution, which eventually leads to the destruction of samples. Furthermore, in this case, the analytical values obtained by ICP-OES do not directly correspond to the amount of the precipitate. In contrast, the XRF analysis with the thin-film FP method can simultaneously determine the [Ca]/[P] ratio in the CP-precipitate layer and the mass thickness of the layer, without the need for any chemical pretreatment; also, the thickness of the layer can be easily calculated from the mass thickness.
It should be noted that in this study the layer structure model was constructed on the assumption that the precipitate has the composition of stoichiometric hydroxyapatite; therefore, it cannot accurately quantify the CP that precipitates in the initial stage when there is more Ca than the stoichiometric composition. 40) Nevertheless, we can conclude that the XRF analysis with the thin-film FP method could be highly suitable for the evaluation of the CP-precipitate layer on a Ti substrate in the simulated-body fluid immersion test, which would be very helpful for research regarding bioactive coatings.
3.5 Analytical example of XRF analysis using thin-film FP method with CP-precipitate layer SEM images of typical samples are shown in Fig. 5 , together with mass thickness of the CP-precipitate layer determined by XRF on the basis of the thin-film FP method. The SEM images show the Ti substrates after soaking in the simulated-body fluid for 1 d (Fig. 5(a) ), 2 d (Fig. 5(b) ) and 5 d (Fig. 5(c) ). While these images indicate that each sample has somewhat different surface morphology, it is rather difficult to analyze the difference in the amount of CP precipitate quantitatively from these images. On the other hand, the mass thickness was successfully determined by the XRF method, and it was revealed that the mass thicknesses of the CP-precipitate layers on the Ti substrates soaked for 2 and 5 d was approximately 1.5 and 2.3 times, respectively, as much as that soaked for 1 d. This result shows that the XRF analysis using thin-film FP method can provide more quantitative information on the CP-precipitate layer than SEM can. sample to be homogeneous. The correction using the escape depth as the parameter toward thin-film sample failed because there is a significant difference in the linear absorption coefficients: Ca K¡ and P K¡ are 22.58 and 64.39 m 2 /kg, respectively. The algorithm of the thin-film FP method drastically improved the accuracy of the [Ca]/[P] ratio in the CP-precipitate layer. (3) The mass per unit area (mass thickness) of Ca and P in the CP-precipitate layer determined with the thin-film FP method was somewhat higher than that determined by ICP-OES. On the other hand, it was revealed that the mass thickness of both Ca and P determined with the thin-film FP method was within the same order as that determined by ICP-OES, regardless of the total amount of the precipitate. (4) If the Ti substrate contributed to the layer structure model for the FP calculation, the accuracy of mass thickness improved by 12 and 3% for Ca and P, respectively. The reason for this is that the secondary excitation effect of Ti K¡ is too large to be ignored because 7896% of Ti K¡ radiation from the Ti substrate could emanate through 6-µm-thick CPprecipitate layer. Therefore, the secondary excitation must be taken into account for the FP calculation. (5) The degree of the correction for Ca was larger than that for P when the effect of secondary excitation by Ti K¡ was considered in the FP calculation, because the Kabsorption end of Ca (6.47 © 10 ¹13 J) is much closer to the Ti K¡ lines (7.23 © 10 ¹13 J) than that of P (3.44 © 10 ¹13 J). This means that Ca K¡ is more sensitive to the secondary excitation of Ti K¡ than P K¡. (6) A good correlation was found between the mass thickness of the CP-precipitate layer estimated by XRF with thin-film FP method and the thickness estimated from cross-sectional SEM images. Thus, the density of the CP-precipitate layer can be estimated based on the correlation. The density of the layer produced in this study was estimated to be 1.05 © 10 6 g/m 3 . Using this density, the thickness of the CPprecipitate layer is able to be calculated from the mass thickness estimated by XRF. (7) The XRF analysis using the thin-film FP method has several advantages over conventional analytical methods as follows: XRF can perform rapid and nondestructive analysis with a limited number of samples with minimal pretreatment and without specific techniques. The thin-film FP analysis can simultaneously determine the [Ca]/[P] ratio in the CP-precipitate layer, the mass thickness of the layer; also, the thickness of the layer can be easily calculated from the mass thickness. We concluded that XRF analysis with the thin-film FP method would be highly suitable for evaluating the amount of CP precipitate formed on a Ti substrate in the simulated-body fluid immersion test.
Conclusions
